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Abstract. We develop a complete set of algorithms to
perform 3D modelling of seamount bathymery from satellite
altimetry. The f i s t stage of the data processing consists in
gridding the geoid to account for the long wavelength errors
geoid heights are fist bias-adjusted at cross-overs. Then a
collocation on a regular grid is performed, accounting for the
altimeter errors. In a second stage, geoid heights are
converted into bathymetry. No simplifyingassumption on the
shape and location of the bathymetry highs is necessary.
Bathymetric uncertainties due to the data sampling and the
parameters of the mechanical and crustal models are
evaluated.
Introduction
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Global and regional maps of the gravity field over the
world's oceans derived from satellite altimetry are now an
efficient tool for the identification of seafloor and crustal
features (Bostrom, 1989). In oceanic basins, these maps have
lead to spectacular indirect views of the seafloor with a spatial
resolution of about 20 to 50km (Haxby et al., 1983; Sandwell
et al., 1990). In this paper, we describe a set of algorithms to
model seamount bathymetry from Geos-3, Seasat and Geosat
satellite altimetry. These algorithms are designed to be used in
oceanic areas where few or no direct bathymetric
measurements are available, such as the South Pacific ocean.
We show that satellite altimetry, combined with elementary
geophysical knowledge of the prospected area, provide
sufficient information for an accurate and reliable seafloor
modelling over seamounts.
Figure 1 shows an image of the residual high-pass filtered
geoid over the volcanic chains of French Polynesia (South
Central Pacific). At such short wavelengths, there is a strong
correlation between the residual geoid and the seafloor
bathymetry. The detection of new seamounts in the residual
geoid is easy because of the typical signature of seamounts
(sub-circularpositive highs). On this image, the signature of
about 50 uncharted seamounts can be identified.
Once a new seamount has been detected and
approximateIy located, the method to compute seafloor
bathymetry described in this paper mainly consists in i)
recomputina an accurate gridded geoid over a l"x1" area
centered on-the new seamount's apgroximative location, and
ii) inverting this gridded geoid to modelize the seafloor
bathymetry and associated accuracy. Geoid and bathymetry
are computed onto 0.05'~0.05'grid points.
Gridding the Geoid
Most of the errors which affect the measuring of the Mean
Sea Surface (atmospheric,orbital and oceanic errors) generate
constant deviations on the along track values, noticeable as
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cross-overs discrepancies. Yet, these errors work at too long
wavelengths (spatial and temporal domains) to present
noticeable along track variations within l'xl" areas. We then
start processing the data by reducing the biases at cross-overs.
Biases corrections. In a first stage, along track biases on
the data are globally determined and removed within each
separate group of intersecting tracks (Menke, 1984). In a
second stage, we correct these heights for the residual biases
which may persist between groups. For that, we select a
reference group (as the one with most data points) which is
used to generate reference values (using the collocation
technics described in the following section) at the location of
the other data points. Each group-bias is then computed as the
mean difference between data and reference values, and data
are corrected for these group-biases.

East Longitude
Fig. 1. Image of residual high-pass filtered geoid over the
South Central Pacific seamount chains. Prior to filtering, the
potential field model GRIM3-L1 up to degree and order 20
was removed from Seasat and Geos-3 altimeter data. Then,
profiles were independently high-pass filtered using a 700km
cut-off wavelength Butterworth filter. Track spacing varies
from a few kilometers to about 50km. After filtering, profiles
were interpolated over a 0.1' x 0.1' grid, and a median filter
applied to the gridded data. To enhance the signature of
volcanic features (islands and seamounts) only the positive
residual geoid undulations are displayed, from +0.15m (light
blue) to +2m (light yellow). White solid lines show isobath
-1000m to -4000m of SYNBAPS bathymetric data base. The
1' x 1" black sauare shows the location of the seamount
modelized in thiskudy. 0.R J 0,M F
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Collocation. Interpolated values of any discretized
function result from both samples and interpolator. A simple
way for the interpolated values to only contain the information
of the sampled quantity is to use this very signal to build the
interpolator. In collocation, the predicted values are linear
combinaisons of the samples, with weighting coefficients
calculated from the correlation between the prediction and
sampling places. If measurement errors are taken into
account, the general expression for the interpolated geoid
heights n(r) at grid coordinates r is (Moritz, 1978; Tarantola,
1987):
n(r) = no(r) + Ctnn(s',r> (Cnn(s',s>+ E(s',s>)-lnr(s> (1)
no(r) is the vector formed by a-priori values of n(r). nr(s) are
residual values at the sample locations (nr(s) = n(s) - no(s),
n(s) and no@) being the data and a-priori values). Ctnn(s',r)
is the transpose of matrix Cnn(S',r), the a-priori covanance
between the samples at s' and the grid points at r. Cn,(S',S)
contains the covariance of the samples with themselves. & is
the sum of the spatial and time error covariances between
samples (here restricted to the altimeter noise, &(s',s) =
Ga26(S'=S), 6 is the Dirac impulse, Ga = 8cm for Geosat,
lOcm for Seasat, 30cm for Geos-3). The a-posteriori
covariance C'nn(r',r) is:

with Cnn(r',r) the a-priori covariance related to the reference
no(r). In gravity problems, an earth potential model is
classically used to provide the a-priori information no and Crin
(Moritz, 1978; Rapp, 1985; Mazzega and Houry, 1989).
Since the size of our studied areas is far under the resolution
of the current models, we rather use for both no(r) and no@)a
single value over the area, taken as the minimum of the
samples. This choice is induced by an external knowledge bell shaped- on the shape of the local geoid and provides
satisfying final values for unresolved places. Analytical
expression of the a-priori auto-covariance of the geoid was
determined after trials with a wide variety of formulae (Rapp,
1985; Vassiliou and Schwarz, 1987; Balmino et al., 1979;
Moritz, 1978). For seamounts, we retained the isotropic
expression:
C ( 4 = 002 / (1 + X/51/2)

(3)

with the half-correlation length 5 1 =~0.4' and x the spherical
distance. This value of 51/2 is consistent with those of Rapp
(1985) for Louisville Ridge and New England Seamounts.
The value at the origin Go2 (Go2 = Cnn(r,r) = Cnn(S,S)) is
taken as the mean squared sum of the residuals nr(s).
Seamount topography modelling
Seamount topography modelling from potential field data
requires the use of crustal and mechanical models.
Bathymetry b(r) is assumed to consist in volcanic edifices
loading the oceanic lithosphere, treated as a continuous layer
behaving elastically. The crustal model is a standard two-layer
oceanic crust model: layer 2 with a thickness t2 = 2.5 km and
a density pc2 = 2.6 g.cm-3, layer 3 with a thickness t3 = 5 km
and a density pc3 = 2.9 g.cm-3. Mantle density is Pm =3.35
g.cm-3. The density of the volcanic load is the density of layer
2. Due to the volcanic loading, the lithosphere undergoes a

deformation w(r) which is linearly approximated in the
Fourier space by (from Banks et al., 1977):
W(k) = @ (k) B(k)
where:

@(k) =

(4)

-g (Pc2 - Pw)
D I k I 4 + g(pm - pc2)

with k the wavenumber, B(k) the Fourier transform of the
bathymetry b(r), and D the flexural rigidity of the elastic plate.
The Fourier transform of the geoid anomaly N(k) =
Q (B(k)) created by the seafloor bathymetry and the
compensating deformation of the crustal density interfaces
-layer 2 / layer 3 and Moho discontinuity- is (from Parker,
1972):
N(k)
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with:
El(k) = (pc2 - pw) e- I IzO
&(k) = (pc3- pc2) e- I k I h + t 2 ) + (pm - pc3)e- I k I (zo+t2+tm)

FT denotes the Fourier transform, G is the gravitational
constant, g the gravitational acceleration, and zo the local
mean seafloor depth. To determine b(r) from N(k), the
Fourier transform of n(r), we use an iterative linearization
method. An approximation of (3,linear in B(k) (Ribe and
Watts, 1982), combined with (4), is used to compute a
starting value Bo(k) of the bathymetry:
Bo(k) = N(k) Z(k)"
with:

27cG
Z(k) =Ik I
g

t
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Ø

(6)

[ El(k) + E2(k) @(k) }

Refined values are iteratively obtained using:
Bi(k) = Bi-l(k) + { N(k) - Q(Bi-l(k))] Z(k1-l

(7)

To avoid the development of short-wavelength instabilities
in the computed bathymetry, the transfer function Z(k)-' is set
to zero for k > klimit with klimit iteratively increased up to
the Nyquist wavenumber. Iterative computation is stopped
when a minimum residual difference between N(k) and
computed geoid Q(Bi(k)) is reached. This method is stable
and gives rapidly convergent results.
Application
To illustrate the above algorithms, we have recomputed the
bathymetry of a middle-size seamount in the Southern Cook
archipelago (South Central Pacific). The geoid signature of
this seamount is outlined by the l'xl' square in Figure 1. This
seamount was detected using satellite altimetry and lately
Seabeam mapped (Baudry and Diament, 1987). This
seamount was chosen because of i) a good coverage in both
altimetry (Geosat and Seasat) and Seabeam data (50%),ii) a
double cone shape of the seamount, which allows to test the
resolution of the bathymetry modelling.
Location of the 1 Hz Geosat (2 cycles of the ERM
mission) and Seasat data used to compute the gridded geoid
over the seamount, and a contour map of the residual geoid
heights are displayed Figure 2.a. Residual heights are
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Fig. 2. a. Local variations of the interpolated geoid heights and location of the satellite measurements (1 Htz average) over the
studied area. Thick contour circles are for Seasat data and thin ones for Geosat data. Isoline spacing is 0.2 m.
b. Predicted bathymetry of the seamount. Isobaths spacing: 200 m.
c. Seabeam bathymetry of the seamount. Depths in lo3 meters. Isobaths spacing: 200m.
obtained by removing a mean plane to the computed geoid.
Geos-3 measurements have been discarded because of a very
low signal to noise ratio over the studied area. Figure 2.b
shows the computed bathymetry of the seamount. The crustal
model is the standart oceanic crustal model (see above). . n e
flexural rigidity of the lithosphere is 9 loz1",
as provided
by regional experimental studies (Calmant, 1987). Loca3 mean
seafloor depth is -4600m, from the global bathymetric data
base SYNBAPS. Figure 2.c shows a simplified Seabeam
bathymetric map of the seamount which rises from abyssal
depths to a minimum depth (west summit) of -1450m. East
summit depth is about -2000m.
c
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Predicted bathymetry accuracy

Bathvmetric uncertainties of mechanical and crustal models

Bathvmetric uncertainties of geoid sampling origin. These
specific uncertainties q ( r ) are given by the O-shift autocovariance of the bathymetry: q,Z(r) = Cbb(r,r). Reducing
the expression of b(r) to that of bo(r) (the inverse Fourier
transform of Bo(k), equation (6)), Cbb is given by :

Cbb(r,r')=m-'[

I

I

IZ(k)-l/

FT

[ C'nn(r,r')]

computations are scalled by the geoid auto-covariance oo2.
The larger the geoid signal over the studied area, the larger
values the geoidal and associated bathymetric uncertainties
may take. In the particular case of a flat geoid signal, all the
bathymetric uncertainties would be close to zero.
Consequently, the larger the extrema1 value, the more
meaningful the 1Òw values are, and the important point is that
these uncertainties must be analysed first regarding to their
dynamic. In Figure 3.a, the lower value is 97m, i.e. the better
possible accounting to the signal to noise ratio. This value
must be regarded as indicative of a very well resolved
restitution since where the restitution is poor, uncertainties as
large as 4300m are found.

]

(8)

is the power spectrum of the linear filter
where Z(k)-'
given in (6) and Ctnn(r,r')is the auto-covariance of the geoid
given in (2)). ab(') is displayed in Figure 3.a. As expected,
low values are found along the satellite tracks and larger
values are present far from the samples. These uncertainty

o&i~. We will hereafter examine the influence on predicted

bathymetry of the two a-priori most sensitive parameters of
the mechanical and crustal models, which are the flexural
rigidity of the plate and the load-layer 2 density.
Since middle-size seamounts represent short-wavelength
bathymetric variations of the seafloor, which are outside the
"diagnostic waveband" of the mechanical response of the
lithosphere (see Ribe and Watts, 1982), the associated
lithospheric flexure is small, whatever the value of the flexural
rigidity. Maximum error on the predicted bathymetry due to
the uncertainty on D will occur when a seamount with onridge compensation (D = 1021Nm) is assumed to be off-ridge
compensated (D = 3.1022").
Figure 3.b shows the
differences in predicted bathymetries (computed from the
geoid shown Figure 2.a) for such a difference in flexural
rigidity. Despite the large variation in the flexural rigidity of
Stiffness by-produced uncertaincies
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Fig. 3. a. Bathymetry uncertainty of geoidal origin, mainly controlled by the sampling distribution. Values range from 4300 m
for poorly resolved grid points, down to less than 500 m for grid points close to satellite tracks: the dynamic is large enough for
the low values to be relevant of a good resolution (see text).
b. Bathymetry uncertainty for a 0.1 g.cm-3 uncertainty on the load and layer 2 density.
c. Bathymetry uncertainty for a on-ridge/off-ridge uncertainty on theseamount tectonic setting.
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the plate, bathymetric differences are quite reasonable (300
m at the center of the load). For middle size seamounts which
are not Airy compensated (D > 1021Nm), the bathymetry
modelling will be relatively unaffected by the value of D.
Local variations of pc2 (load and layer 2 density),
including inhomogeneitiesin the edifice density, will also lead
to errors on the prèdicted bathymetry. Figure 3.c shows the
variations in predicted bathymetry for a 0.1 g.cm-3 uncertainty
on pc2. Bathymetric vkations range from O outside the load
(because equation (5)gives bathymetric variations relatively to
a mean value which is intlependant of the crustal model), to
24Om at the shallow part of the seamount.
Discussion and conclusions
Comparison between Figures 2.b and 2.c shows an
overall good agreement between computed bathymetry and
Seabeam bathymetry. The bulk location of the seamount,
marked by the -4000m isobath, is good. Although the two
summit shape is resolved, an unavoidable grid-step
mislocation (about 6 km)is observed on the summits location.
The computed depths of the west and east summits are
-1700m and -2300m respectively, corresponding to
discrepancies with Seabeam depths of 250m and about 30Om.
More generally, close to the satellite tracks (where bathymetry
uncertainties of geoidal origin are small), bathymetric errors
are within the evaluated uncertainties of crustal and
mechanical models origin, showing that this set of
uncertainties encompasses the major source of errors. The
uncertainties of geoidal origin have a dynamic one order
greater than those due to uncertainties on the mechanical and
crustal models parameters. In one hand, these last
uncertainties are small but should not be reduced noticeably
since our goal is to map upknown structures, i.e. with limited
knowledge on the local geology and tectonic setting. In the
other hand, the uncertainties due to the geoid may be
considerably reduced (down to less than 500m everywhere)
with a denser satellitecoverage. It is clear that at that time, the
geographical distributibn of satellite data is the more limiting
factor for seafloor topdgraphy restitution. In the early go's,
ERS-1 and Topefloseidon data will bring about a dramatic
jump for such mapping applications.
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